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MESSAGE FROM THE VICE PRESIDENT
EDWARD DEKKERS

September 2020
Hello members and welcome to the September 2020 newsletter.
This month has seen a big milestone in our club with the counter ticking over 400 members. This is a very
significant number which we've only seen a few times in the history of the club. As 2020 has been a challenging
year (to say the least), this makes the achievement even more impressive. I really would like to thank each and
every one of you, established members and new, for ramping up 2020 to be a better year after all.
I'd also like to take a second to congratulate our participating drivers on the recent King of the Hill event at
Hurricane, and the ECK Inc South Eastern Zone Round 3 event. I just went through the results and the amount of
Tiger podiums is indeed something to be proud of. Very well done guys. I did not make it those events sadly,
although I did manage to catch up on the stream from Hurricane. It was great racing to watch and I hope you all
had great meetings.
I would like to note some big events coming up for the remainder of this year. Of course, a bit of last-minute
testing at our club run on the 12th, before we all head up to Geraldton for the grand event of the year. Who will be
crowned WA State Champion 2020 on the 27th ? The talent I've been watching coming up through the ranks, as
well as our established wheel wranglers are going to make this an unmissable spectacle. I would very much like to
wish all our members the best of luck and I hope your 2020 states campaign is a successful one. Hope to be
congratulating you guys in person. Following the States we still have some big Tiger events coming up including
the City of Perth, Carnival of Karts and of course our end of year Christmas wind up and AGM. Your committee is
working to make these events a great success, and we will of course let you know any details as we finalise them.
Stay tuned.
Around the tracks you would have noticed some work going on. There is quite a bit of track maintenance on both
tracks, and unfortunately some repairs at Cockburn. The main electrical line heading down to the pit area fused
completely so a new cable is being laid, along with a few pits along the way to make future maintenance and
access more possible. This should be completed this week. There's a bit more work to be done at the tracks for the
maintenance and safety so any help offered will be gladly accepted.
See you on or around the tracks.
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KARTING AUSTRALIA UPDATE
Participation Up as Karting Emerges from Lockdown

Karting events across the Country continue to thrive as the karting community tackles the 'Road out of Lockdown".
For those States that have been consistently able to hold events in a COVIDSafe environment throughout July and
August, participation numbers have increased 23% on the corresponding period in 2019.
This equates to more than 650 additional entries across the Country during this time.
Club level racing in South Australia has thrived over the past two months with a 62% increase of participation
against 2019.
In conjunction with the July and August entry levels in other states, the participation rate in June for Victorian
Club Level events was extremely strong experiencing a 20% increase on the correspondending events in 2019.
The participation rates at local events follows on from the successful implementation of structured social karting
days across the Country ensuring a safe and controlled environment for all Karting Australia Licence holders.
These social karting days continue to provide the opportunity for members to further engage with their fellow
members and assist to build a strong foundation for the Club into the future.
"While it has been significantly challenging time for everyone, the ability to have our Club continue to operate
Social Karting Days in an organised and COVIDsafe manner has been a huge bonus for our Club and it's
members," said Wimmera Kart Racing Club President Shane Soutar.

"The Social Club Karting Days have really provided positivity for everyone
involved in our Club and their families. They have also assisted in us increasing
our membership significantly and provided us with the opportunity to gain more
publicity for the sport in the region.
"Over the past six months our Club Members have all worked together and
become more of a community than just a "place to race'. I am confident that we
will emerge stronger than before the pandemic hit."
For Karting Australia Chief Executive Officer Kelvin O'Reilly, the participation in
both Social Karting and local events is very encouraging.
"All through this pandemic our focus has been on emerging with caution but
strongly in accordance with the Government orders and directions. We were one
of the first sports to start up again in full compliance with Government
requirements after the first restrictions started to come off. The safety of the
Karting Australia family was and always will be first and foremost in our
considerations in the COVID-19 times," said O'Reilly.

Australian Kart Championship
Schedule
2020 TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
Round 1 - The Bend
February 28 - March 1
COMPLETE
Round 2 - November 6 - 8
Host Club to be advised
Round 3 - December 4 - 6
Host Club to be advised
Round 4
CANCELLED
Round 5
CANCELLED

TIGER ROYALTY AT
KING OF THE HILL
Magnificent weather made for some brilliant racing at the Polmac Trailers "King of the Hill" held on the
weekend of 22nd & 23rd August 2020. Tiger Kart Club was well represented with large numbers in all
classes. CONGRATULATIONS to our Tiger Kart Club members who finished on the podium. Thank you to
Andrew Hooper Photography for the awesome shots. Tiger members are mentioned in blue below:
CADET 12
1ST - NASH FERRARO
2ND - Nicolas Stati
3RD - Jack Webster
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Nash Ferraro

TAG 125 LIGHT
1ST - STEVEN SCOBLE
2ND - Kieran Ellis
3RD - Luca Nici
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Luca Nici

CADET 9
1ST - CAMPBELL THOMPSON
2ND - Chace Webb
3RD - William Kalcic Chen
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Chace Webb

KA4 JUNIOR LIGHT
1ST - NOAH LISLE
2ND - Aidan Dekkers
3RD - Kade Davey
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Noah Lisle
TAG HEAVY
1ST - Ryan Barron
2ND - Shane McPherson
3RD - Brett Sheriff
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Ryan Barron
KA3 SENIOR CHAMPIONSHIP
1ST - JAKE SAWYER
2ND - Ryan Nicholson
3RD - Michael Jones
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Luca Nici

TIGER ROYALTY AT
KING OF THE HILL
WA OPEN PERFORMANCE
1ST - CAPRICE HALL
2ND - Gavin Kennedy
3RD - Mathew Chambers
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Caprice Hall
KA3 JUNIOR
1ST - CALEB SUMICH
2ND - Luke Sawyer
3RD - Aleksander Stefanovich
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Caleb Sumich
KZ2
1ST - Blake Mills
2ND - Nikola Mitic
3RD - Dan Currey
FASTEST QUALIFIER-Blake Mills
TAG 125 RESTRICTED LIGHT
1ST - THOMAS BOWSHER
2ND - Daniel Clark
3RD - Joshua Healy
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Joshua Healy

125 RESTRICTED MEDIUM
1ST - Jay Bunton
2ND - Aaron Chivers
3RD - Carlos Del Toro
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Daymon Nicoli
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FLAG OF THE MONTH

"The main thing is to

BLUE FLAG

A blue flag/light signifies that you are about to be lapped by one or
more drivers.
On receiving this flag/light, you may continue with your race and hold
your normal race line but allow any overlapping
Kart/s to pass
unimpeded.

be yourself, many
times its through a
mistake that you learn,
and the main thing is
to make sure you learn
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through your mistakes
and get better".
AYRTON SENNA

RULE OF THE MONTH
COMPETITION RULES -CHAPTER 1 RULE 15:
STOPPING ON THE TRACK/STALLED KART
a. A driver whose Kart stalls at the start of or during a competition must
hold one arm vertically above their head as a warning to the other Drivers
on the Track.
b. If for any reason a Driver is forced to stop their Kart on or near the
Track, it will be their duty to place their Kart in such a manner position so
as to minimise the danger or obstruction to other drivers.
c. Any driver who is unable to restart their kart and drive off within 15
seconds of an incident, without breaching any Rules, must as soon as it is
safe to do so, exit their kart and place themselves and their kart in a safe
position.
d. No person may approach a stalled Kart until the remaining Drivers
have passed the stalled kart and it is safe to do so.
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e. A stalled Kart must be removed from the Track by the Driver and/or
Officials.

TIGER NEWS

TIGER KART CLUB INTERVIEWS FORMER
MEMBER AND V8 SUPERCAR DRIVER

GARTH
TANDER
By Kirsty Ferraro
Photographs supplied by Garth Tander
On behalf of the Tiger Kart Club I recently
caught up with former Tiger Kart Club
member Garth Tander to chat about his
time at Tiger and all things karting.
For those of you who don't know him,
Garth is one of the absolute stars of the
highly
competitive
Supercar
Championship. An outstanding race
performer at the highest level of
motorsport in Australia, Garth was the
Supercars Champion in 2007 and finished
third behind Jamie Whincup in 2008 and
2009. Garth won three Bathurst 1000's at
the iconic Mount Panorama circuit and
finished first and second in the only two
iterations of the Bathurst 24hr race. He
has competed in the Australian GT
Championship in 2014 (Aston Martin) and
2015 (McLaren) as well as the Bathurst
12 hr race from 2016 to 2019 driving an
Audi R8 LMS. Now engaged as a codriver for the Red Bull Holden Racing
Team in the Supercars Enduro series,
Garth continues to be one of Australia's
most professional and respected athletes.
How old were you when you started
karting and what class did you start
out in?
I was 8 years old and started in Rookies.
Back then Rookies (cadets these days)
was from ages 7 to 12, I was eight and a
half. I actually started on dirt tracks, as my
Dad had an association with some
speedway people and they were racing
karts on dirt. I changed to bitumen and
changed clubs to Tiger Kart Club when I
moved to Juniors when I was 12. There
was only Cockburn at that stage, which
was cool as it wasn't far from where we
lived at the time.

How tough was karting when you
raced,
who
was
your
biggest
competitor?
Karting was always tough, the racing was
always intense! It didn't matter if it was a
club day, or a National Title, the mindset
was always to win, regardless of who I
was racing against. There were plenty of
competitors that were tough, but I guess
my most constant competitor was Kip
Foster. We are about the same age and
started racing against each other in dirt,
and I would go and race on the bitumen,
so that's when the competition began, we
kept racing hard against each other all the
way through Juniors, up to the Senior
classes until I left karting and started in
Formula Ford. Its great to see Kip so
heavily involved in Karting Today.
What were your karting strengths?
Not really sure! I remember I had massive
determination (something I have kept all
the way through my racing) so I would
never give up. I loved the reverse grid
races as I would always challenge myself
to see how fair through the grid I could get
from the back. Often in some of the Junior
National races we had on club days, there
would be up to 30 karts, so getting
through the pack was fun.
What were your karting weaknesses?
Probably that same determination and
hunger to win would often become my
downfall! Often I should have realised it
was better to not take as many risks and
consolidate my position rather than going
full attack and risk what I already had.

What was your greatest karting
accomplishment?
I was fortunate enough to win a few big
races along the way, so they will always
have a special place in my racing
memory. But, the opportunity to spend
time together with my parents and my
brother was probably the fondest thing I
look back on from karting.

What are your greatest memories from
racing at Tiger Kart Club?
Racing was great fun, but the friendships
that were forged through that period were
pretty cool. With the benefit of Facebook,
being able to reconnect with friends from
that era has been pretty cool.
What motorsport did you move to from
karting?
I moved from Karts to Formula Ford. In
1995 I did the Fastlane Racing Driver
School in a Formula Ford, that went pretty
well, so we decided to do a couple of
races in the second half of the 95 Formula
Ford season in WA. I was still racing karts
at the same time in 95. We decided to go
full time Formula Ford in 1996 and I was
fortunate enough to win the WA Formula
Ford title in 96, then the Australian
Formula Ford Championship in 1997. I
still did a few kart races in 1996, but after
that I concentrated on cars.

How did you get the opportunity to
race Formula Fords?
I got the opportunity to race Formula Ford
solely through the benefit of my parents.
They gave me a fantastic opportunity and
I will be forever grateful for that chance.

Do you believe your karting experience
contributed to your success in V8
supercars?
I still believe that all the race-craft that we
use as professional race car drivers,
whether that be in Supercars or Formula
One, is learnt in karts. The skills learnt to
set up a pass, assess your competitors
strengths and weaknesses are all learnt
from karting. From karts onwards, I feel
that those skills are only finetuned from
then on.
Overall, taking into account all of the
motorsports you have been involved in
throughout your career, what is your
biggest accomplishment?
Hard question to answer! Bathurst
success is obviously a highlight, as well
as the Supercar Championship. It's a bit
like being asked to choose your favourite
child, impossible! One thing I am very
proud of is being the first person from WA
to win an Australian Motorsport
Championship when I did that in 1997,
winning the Australian Formula Ford
Championship, then doing it again to be
the first person from WA to win the
Australian Touring Car Championship.
WA is often seen as a remote town when
it comes to karting and motorsport, but
there is a huge amount of talent in WA, so
it was cool to be able to show that on the
National stage.
Now that your motorsport family has
extended to your children with them
racing karts, do you think that karting
has changed since you were last
involved?
For me, karting hasn't changed much
since I was competitively involved. The
chassis are basically the same and the
way that they are tuned is basically the
same. I just can't remember a lot of the
things I used to do when I used to race
karts! Thankfully I can just ring Greg
Dicker from Flatout Karts who used to do
my engines when I used to race and now
does the kids engines, and he reminds
me of what to do!

In your opinion what are the positive
changes?
I love that the karts are now push button
start! I think I cost my old man about 15
years off his life with all the push starting
he used to do for me back in the day! I
also think that the karts are much safer
now, with the bodywork they now run,
especially the rear crash structure. When I
started karts didn't even have side pods,
so to see how they have progressed over
the years has been great.
In your opinion what are the negative
changes?
The costs. Unfortunately karting has
always been an expensive sport, but it
seems that the costs have risen
significantly over time, in comparison to
other motorsport. I think for karting
numbers to grow, the costs need to come
down, especially at the entry level. Karting
needs to get people in the gate and
enjoying themselves, not being turned off
because of the prohibitive costs to get into
the sport.

What do you love most about being a
race dad?
The smiles on the kids faces after they've
been on track. I couldn't care leess about
the competitive side of it at this stage. As
long as they are having fun, that's all that
matters.
Were your children always destined to
race or did they need a little bit of
encouragement from mum and dad?
No, they didn't need encouragement, but
we were also conscious not to steer them
towards karts just because that was
something that Mum and Dad used to do.
Our daughter Scarlett, who i s9, had her
first race just prior to OVID shutdown here
in Melbourne, our son, Sebastian who just
turned 7, has only just had a few test
days. Hopefully once COVID restrictions
are lifted in Melbourne he can start racing
too.
What do your children love most about
racing karts?
The friendships, often when we are at the
track I am looking for the kids to get them
organised for their next session and they
are usually off somewhere playing with
their mates.

Hello Tiger's, welcome to another
instalment of our club newsletter.

fantastic

It has been another busy month in the Tiger Kart
Club. Our members have been travelling to some
excellent race meetings around the state and of
course we are now all working towards the WA
State Titles in a couple of weeks at Midwest Kart
Club and after that we have a couple of our Blue
Ribbon events coming up with the City of Perth
Titles and Carnival of Karts.

Behind the scenes your committee has been
continuing to work hard on improving our club
operations and facilities. We have begun
working on our catch traps at Cockburn and
continued improving the traps at Wanneroo. As
Ed mentioned we have had some electrical
issues we have had to rectify at Cockburn.
Our team is working on formalising legal
agreements and terms for our facility hirers.
Surrounding clubs that rent out the Wanneroo
circuit and skid pan area, this will ensure legal
coverage of both parties and standardised
fees for our hirers.
The committee has reignited conversations
around building out grid covers at both
facilities. A subcommittee has been formed to
restart the project of resurfacing at Cockburn,
there will be a lot of information to come to our
members in future months pertaining to this
subject.

Renee is continuing to work hard on some Tiger
Kart Club merchandising, and we hope to have
samples and order forms out soon.
We have had a good number of members take
up the Karting Australia online officials training
modules, the members who have done it have
all taken something incredibly positive out of
the training. We really need more members to
take on this training and get involved in
officiating our race meetings. We had a few key
members who regularly officiate our race
meetings unable to attend the September Club
run due to other plans or illness. I cannot stress
enough to our members how close we were to
having to cancel the race meeting due to
insufficient numbers of officials. As the club
with the biggest membership base in WA we
need to deepen the pool of officials we have to
call on and help run our race meetings.
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All you need to do to start these training
modules
is
email
secretary@tigerkartclub.com.au with your details
including your email address, phone number
and full name and we can getyour login
organised.
I always try to be as positive as I can with my
messages, however, this is an ongoing and
serious issue within our club. I need to remind
our members this is a club run by members for
it's member s. We are not a business and not all
problems can be solved with money. Paying your
membership fee's does not get you off the hook
from helping your club out when it needs you.
There are lots of members doing their part but
there are a lot that are not. Volunteering does
not limit to running race meetings. If there is any
service you would like to offer the club please
step up and speak up. There is a sim ple
question you can ask yourself "what can I do"?.

Back to the positivity. I was blown away by the
support we received from the volunteers who ran
our last club run in September, so a massive
thank you on behalf of the Tiger Kart Club.
A reminder that we still aren't able to run midweek practice at our tracks until COVID
restrictions are lifter further, we need 2
volunteers to run any practice day at the
moment. If a couple of parents would like to get
m id-week practice going for the school holidays,
please
contact
me
by
email
secretary@tigerkartclub.com.au to get your
COVID-Safe or Grade 4 Officials training.
Good luck to all of our Tiger Kart members who
are competing at State Championships at the
Midwest Kart Club at the end of the month. Lets
see if we can win the Rose Bowl again as the
most winning club at State Titles.
I look forward to seeing you all there for a fast,
fun and safe championships.
Troy Stones-Clark
Tiger Kart Club Secretary

WORK THAT FRO

Congratulations to Tiger Kart Club members who recently travelled to Kalgoorlie for
Round 3 of the South Eastern Zone series.
KA3 JUNIOR - 1st Aidan Dekkers, 2nd Robert West, 3rd Bree Rhodes
KA4 JUNIOR - 1st Aidan Dekkers, 2nd Darcy Venetis
CADET 12 - 1st Zane Rhodes, 2nd Benjamin Hall
TAG 125 LIGHT - 3rd Caprice Hall

HOT
PETER TEN-BROEKE

AGE: 64
NICKNAME: NONE
FAVOURITE FOOD: ROAST DINNER
FOOD DISLIKES: BRUSSELL SPROUTS
FAVOURITE SPORT OUTSIDE OF KARTING: GOLF

TAG RESTRICTED MASTERS

TELL US SOMETHING PEOPLE DON'T KNOW ABOUT YOU?:
I HAVE AN ADOPTED KOREAN DAUGHTER.

RACING CLASS: TAG RESTRICTED MASTERS
RACING
RACIN NUMBER: 96
CHASSIS:
ENERGY
CHASS
ENGINE:
ENGIN ROTAX

WHEN DID YOU START KARTING ?:
1991 TO
T 1999 AND THEN 2015 TO CURRENT.
FAVOURITE
TRACK IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA?:
FAVO
COCKBURN,
FULL TRACK, CLOCKWISE
COCK
BIGGEST
KARTING ACHIEVEMENT?:
BIGGE
WINNER
OF THE FIRST EVER TIGER KART CLUB GRAND
WINN
PRIX SERIES
HELD OVER FOUR MEETINGS. FIRST PRIZE
S
WAS A NEW KT100 MOTOR.
WORST
WORS KARTING MOMENT:
STARTING
OFF POLE REVERSE TRACK WANNEROO AND
START
THEN TOOK THE WRONG TURN AS I FORGOT EACH HEAT
WAS A DIFFERENT CONFIGURATION.
WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT KARTING?:
COMR
COMRADERY,
ONE OF MY BEST FRIENDS TODAY I MET AT
KAR MEETING IN THE 90'S.
A KART
WHO INSPIRES YOU MOST IN KARTING?:
SO JAY, HE GOT ME BACK INTO KARTING.
MY SON

HOT
CAMPBELL THOMPSON

AGE: 9
NICKNAME: CAM
FAVOURITE FOOD: LASAGNE
FOOD DISLIKES: LOLLIES AND BIRTHDAY CAKE
FAVOURITE SPORT OUTSIDE OF KARTING: BASKETBALL
TELL US SOMETHING PEOPLE DON'T KNOW ABOUT YOU?:
I REALLY LOVE ANIMALS

RACING CLASS: CADET 9
RACING NUMBER: 51
CHASSIS: KF KART
ENGINE: VORTEX MINIROK

WHEN DID YOU START KARTING ?:
I STARTED KARTING IN 2016.
FAVOURITE TRACK IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA?:
WUNDOWIE.
BIGGEST KARTING ACHIEVEMENT?:
TAKING 3RD AT 2018 WA STATE TITLES.
WORST KARTING MOMENT:
NOT EVEN MAKING TWO CORNERS IN QUALIFYING AT
KING OF THE HILL 2020.
WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT KARTING?:
THE SPEED AND THE DRIVING.
WHO INSP IRES YOU MOST IN KARTING?:
MAX VERSTAPPEN

CADET 9'S

SEPTEMBER CLUB DAY
WANNEROO

CADET 9
1ST - CAMPBELL THOMPSON
2ND-WILLIAM KALCIC CHEN
3RD- LUCAS KALCIC CHEN

CADET 12
1ST - CHASE WILDMAN
2ND-JETT MCDONNELL

KA3

JUNIOR LIGHT

1ST - AIDEN DEKKERS
2ND- JAMES MICUCCI-ALLEN
3RD- MASON FRASER

KA3

JUNIOR HEAVY
1ST - ALEKSANDER STEFANOVICH

3RD-CONNOR RADFORD

CADET
4SS
1ST - LEEROY TOON
2ND-CHASE SAXILD

TAG

RESTRICTED LIGHT

1ST - DANIEL CLARK
2ND-CONOR ASH
3RD-COSIMO VOZZA

KA4

TAG

JUNIOR LIGHT

RESTRICTED MASTERS

1ST - JAMES MICUCCI-ALLEN

1ST - IAN SHAW

2ND- MITCHELL CAMPBELL

2ND-BRAD SMITH

3RD- CONNOR PAYNE

3RD-VAUGHAN ELLIOTT

KA4

TAG

1ST - ZED MCKENNA

1ST - DANIEL JONES

JUNIOR HEAVY

RESTRICTED MEDIUM

2ND- CALLUM MILLIGAN

2ND-JAKE SALAMONE

4SS

4SS

3RD-ROB NICOL

JUNIOR

SENIOR MEDIUM

1ST - DYLAN GUEST

1ST - MICHAEL YIP

2ND- MATTHEW CULL

2ND-CRAIG THOMSON

3RD- JENSEN BLOK

3RD-CAPRICE HALL

SEPTEMBER CLUB DAY
WANNEROO

KA3
SENIOR LIGHT
1ST - LUKE WOODHAM
2ND-BAILEY REYNOLDS-STEPHEN
3RD- SEAN WORTH

KA3
SENIOR MEDIUM
1ST - TROY STONES-CLARKE
2ND-EDWARD DEKKERS
3RD-EVAN MCCULLOCH

TAG 125
LIGHT
1ST - CAPRICE HALL
2ND-TIMOTHY STEINERT

TAG 125
HEAVY
1ST - BRAD DUFFY
2ND- MARCUS BLINCO

KZ
1ST - THOMAS SPARKES
2ND-JASON GAIKHORST
3RD-JASON PRIOLO

